Geography

PE

Science

This half term we will studying rivers
including the water-cycle.

PE is still on Thursday afternoon. This half term
we will be looking at ball skills and invasion
games.

In Science, we will be studying the human body and
the effects a healthy lifestyle has on our bodies.

Children will expand on their

Children must come in wearing their PE kit.

geography vocabulary using
appropriate language to describe
and explain the features of rivers.

We will be exploring the functions of the human
body including some of the main organs. Children
will use their knowledge to create fact files.

Spring 1

English

Maths
In the spring term, we will be expanding on our
understanding of fractions and begin recognising
the links between decimals, fractions and
percentages. We will be exploring how to find
percentages of amounts alongside multiplying
and dividing decimals.

•

In English we will be linking our writing to our
wide range of curriculum topics and will be writing
for a range of purposes.
•

Through our English lessons, we will be
developing our grammar skills and applying these
to our writing.

How you can help at home

•

Encourage your child to play TT Rocks Stars to help with

How you can help at home

their times tables.

•

Encourage your child to talk about maths and share

•

Encourage your child to read at home every
night for 20 minutes and them questions
about what they have read.

•

Encourage your child to keep a diary to write
about their experiences.

their understanding of what they have learnt.

RE
In RE we will be comparing and
investigating the beliefs around how
Christians believe the world was
created and how Science believes
the world was created. Through
respecting differing viewpoints, we
will be discussing and analysing
these.

